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Abstract:  

Fantasy opens a world of the improbable juxtaposed against mundane ordinariness. 

Though it offers an escape from reality, it reflects on certain facets of reality, such as, the effect 

of social status on language used by the characters. This paper intends to analyse this 

phenomenon in J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter Series and George R. R. Martin’s A Song of Ice 

and Fire. Characterisation, dialogue delivery and agency play an important role in these texts 

as both the series have distinct territories and social milieu. Therefore, the characters speak in 

distinct dialects which enrich the text and the plots at large. The sociolinguistic aspect of these 

novels is seldom explored, and thus, allows a significant scope for study. This article uses the 

method of discourse analysis to identify how social facets created by the authors of Fantasy 

Fiction, for an authentic feel, affect the use of language. In order to substantiate this thought, 

select instances from the aforementioned texts are used.    

Keywords: Discourse, Fantasy, Quest, Social Milieu, Sociolinguistics. 

1. Fantasy Literature 

According to T. E. Apter, Fantasy “offers escape from reality, but the purpose and effect 

of the escape ranges from wish-fulfilment, excitement or sheer entertainment, to release from 

habitual assumptions, thus providing a vantage point from which new possibilities can be 

realised”(6).  Therefore, Fantasy Literature offers a critique of the society and its merits and 

ills. It illumines a reality that exists, using the Fantastic as a lamp or tool. There are different 
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ways to classify Fantasy Literature, based on their subgenres: High Fantasy and Portal Quest 

amongst others. This differentiation is mainly based on the types of secondary world the writer 

has created for the texts. High Fantasy is achieved when an author creates an entirely new 

world or universe to situate their story. For example, Tolkien created Middle-earth, and Martin 

fashions Essos and Westeros. However, in a Portal Quest, the action occurs in a Portal (a 

secondary world created by the author) that could be reached by magical means. And this plane/ 

dimension coexists with the primary world (the world we inhabit) unlike in the High Fantasy 

where our world is not mentioned or required. There is also a quest for something that needs 

to be fulfilled by the protagonist in these stories. For instance, Harry needs to vanquish 

Voldemort to save the Wizarding world. 

2. Social Structure 

The Harry Potter Series reflects the Colonial times with the Medieval institutions, 

except for the Church not having an active role. The Magicians/Wizards are at the top of the 

power equation or apex, they wield agency and carry wands to manifest their magical abilities. 

They act superior to other creatures that talk: Elves are brainwashed and used as household 

help; and dwarves, who are extremely smart, run the bank – Gringotts. Men are weary of the 

idea of these (other) creatures carrying wands as they are powerful sans the artefact.   

There is racial and social prejudice which is made obvious by certain characters’ 

remarks and general attitude of condescension. The rich enjoy a snug lifestyle, assisted by 

house-elves – very much like the colonial masters getting served by slaves. They make sharp 

derogatory comments on people belonging to a lower social or economic class.  

The class compartmentalisation is visible in the kind of homes that the different families 

own, the wealth and material possessions they own, coupled with their expenditure. Hagrid 

lives in a hut, the Malfoys dwell in a stately home, the Black family own a mansion, and the 

Weasleys stay in a crooked but cosy house. 

 There is a Ministry of Magic, which is elected by the people or their representatives, in 

order to maintain peace and decorum. But the Minister of Magic (Fudge) is sacked when the 

population realises that Voldemort is back. This proves that the people are dynamic and open 

in their opinions and vote accordingly. Religion is not an active concept in the series, though 

Christianity is followed by many wizards, coupled with many weird customs, cults or beliefs. 

There is no bigotry, though Christmas, Easter and Halloween are celebrated at Hogwarts.  
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The adults in the novels are conscientious, especially the ones closer to the protagonists, 

but they are not religious, strictly speaking. Morals and ethical principles are followed though, 

Dumbledore, Arthur, Moody, Tonks, Lupin, etc., are characters who are made of strong mettle, 

and despite differences in opinion, they work selflessly to save the Wizarding world. 

  Gender roles, though present are not binding, the younger generation do not stick to 

them either. For instance, Molly Weasley is a homemaker as she chooses to be one, but she is 

a talented witch and kills a dangerous villain by the end of the series. Her daughter, Ginny, is 

a professional Quidditch. Hermione voices out revulsion for the role of cooking food while the 

trio are on the run, in the last book of the series, she later becomes the Minister of Magic. Luna 

lives her life as she deems fit, and never takes advice or feels sorry for being herself. These 

women do not bow down, and serve as characters one looks up to. Xenophilius Lovegood runs 

the magazine The Quibbler, but he takes care of his home, because his wife is no more. Neville, 

who is seen as a fool for most of the series, blossoms into a brave young lad, who is ready to 

face his worst demons, he poses a strong challenge to Voldemort towards the climax of the 

series. Most of the characters visibly mature to embrace their faults and grow, since the novels 

fall under the Bildungsroman (Novel of transformation/ maturation or growing up). 

Since adolescent children are the protagonists, and the narrative is placed in a 

residential School, rule-breaking and punishment are part of the plot, and play an important 

role. Preset rules, announcements, punishments, etc., are announced at the beginning of the 

term to protect students from dark magic or dangerous magical creatures. Discipline is enforced 

and punishments are decided in accordance with the intensity of the mistake committed. But 

rules are flouted either because the students are interested in breaking rules or they have no 

option but to dissent, in order to achieve a specific outcome. Rules are bent, subverted and 

broken, and there is a case-by-case approach, especially when Dumbledore is the decision-

making authority. 

In Martin’s series, A Song of Ice and Fire, the influence of Medieval Europe is seen in 

the architecture, customs, food, attire and also the political structure to an extent. As mentioned 

previously, Martin’s world is divided into Westeros and Essos. These two continents are 

divided not just but the Narrow Sea, but also by the customs they follow. The Seven Kingdoms 

are ruled by a single King whereas, different parts of Essos are ruled differently, some parts by 

a wise counsel, and others by democratically elected leaders. Because of Monarchy, there is a 

strong class division in the Seven Kingdoms based on old blood lines and profession. These 
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differences are openly acknowledged by speech and life style. Only the Seven-Gods are 

worshipped as true Gods and other beliefs are considered pagan. On the other hand, the free 

city of Bravos enjoys the freedom to choose which religion to believe in and what trade to take 

up, but even in this city, the class barriers are evident by the colours people choose to wear.  

 There is a rigid understanding of gender roles in all classes. Women are expected to 

take care of the household while the men are expected to be good at warfare and politics. Martin 

in his text, not only shows how some women want to break away from these stereotypes 

through characters like Brianne and Arya, but also how not all men are good at war, some like 

music and books and struggle with their identity. Samwell Tarley is one such example. He was 

disowned by his father just because he was too ‘soft’ to be a man at all. Tyrion Lannister has 

the disadvantage of being a dwarf and struggles to prove himself throughout for his father’s 

approval. But he never gets the love or affection Jamie gets as the latter is good with his sword 

and looks a Lannister. This attempt to develop both unconventional male and female characters, 

brings a balance to the gender stereotypes.  

3. Language 

Rowling uses the present-day scenario, but displaces the School, shifting it to a secret 

locale, but the language used remains English, and its dialects. Hagrid uses a dialect, it adds to 

his position as the Keeper of the keys, though he starts teaching later on. The dialect is probably 

added to make him an affectionate and harmless figure, though it is connected with his station 

and social standing.  

The Quidditch World Cup sees people from many parts of the World coming to 

England. A set of students and teachers from the Bulgarian and French schools visit Hogwarts 

to participate in the Triwizard Tournament. Ludo Bagman comments that Bartemius Crouch 

knows over a hundred languages including Mermish and Gobbledegook. Dumbledore 

converses with the mermen in Mermish. So, the study of languages is undertaken by several 

people with scholarly aptitude perhaps. 

Harry Potter speaks Parseltongue (the tongue used to talk to snakes); which calls for a 

lot of trouble, unnecessary attention and rumours about him. Fleur Delacour is treated 

differently as she is sometimes insufferable, but she is the one French character readers see in 

the course of the text. She speaks in English, though it is accented, and the text is spelled 

differently to represent her style. The Bulgarian Prime Minister plays a prank on Fudge by 
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feigning his ignorance of English (he plays a joke at the expense of Fudge’s ignorance of the 

fact that he does speak English). 

  Martin invented different languages for the different cultures he created for his series. 

The language spoken in Westeros is called the Common Tongue. It is familiar to the readers as 

English with some archaic touches. This language has many variations based on which class is 

using it. The royal or noble families speak a sophisticated form of Common Tongue, whereas 

the lower class people speak a more unrefined version of it. The high society of Vylarians speak 

Vylarian which has many dialects. The horse-lords of the grasslands use a coarse language 

called Dothraki, which reflects the crudeness of their lives. These different languages depict 

the different social and class differences. However, the focus of this article will be on Common 

Tongue to study social differences.  

4. Sociolinguistics 

Sociolinguistics is a field which is a collaboration between disciplines like Sociology, 

Linguistics, Psychology amongst others. It studies the influence of society on language and 

also how the different uses of language can be studied to understand a society. Micro-

sociolinguistics looks at influences of different situations, region, ethnicity, gender and social 

class on the use of language. As Fantasy Fiction, too, reflects the primary world, the 

sociolinguistic understanding is possible to analyse the selected texts. For this article few 

instances from both the series will be analysed using the tool of discourse analysis.  

4.1. The Harry Potter Series 

 To showcase the strictness and professionalism of the deputy Headmistress, the 

announcement made by Professor Minerva McGonagall at the start of the first term at Hogwarts 

School is chosen from Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone: 

“Welcome to Hogwarts,” said Professor McGonagall. “The start-of-term banquet will 

begin shortly, but before you take your seats in the Great Hall, you will be sorted into 

your houses. The Sorting is a very important ceremony because, while you are here, 

your house will be something like your family within Hogwarts. You will have classes 

with the rest of your house, sleep in your house dormitory, and spend free time in your 

house common room. 
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The four houses are called Gryffindor, Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw, and Slytherin. Each 

house has its own noble history and each has produced outstanding witches and 

wizards. While you are at Hogwarts, your triumphs will earn your house points, while 

any rule-breaking will lose house points. At the end of the year, the house with the most 

points is awarded the house cup, a great honour. I hope each of you will be a credit to 

whichever house becomes yours… I suggest you all smarten yourselves up as much as 

you can while you are waiting.”  

Her eyes lingered for a moment on Neville's cloak, which was fastened under his left 

ear, and on Ron's smudged nose. Harry nervously tried to flatten his hair (85-86). 

As Harry is struck by Professor McGonagall’s measured demeanour, all the first years 

are scared as to which house they will be sorted into. She briefs them about the Houses, the 

dormitory stay, House points and punishments in this succinct address. She is gifted with a 

command over her students (through her sternness).  

After McGonagall’s little announcement, her eyes linger, as described by Rowling, on 

some specific students, who look dishevelled. Even Harry tries taming his messy hair. This 

little detail is included to allude to the awareness specific powerful characters generate. 

McGonagall holds agency and make others feel self-conscious – even in young children – who 

are her audience in this scene. They immediately try to “smarten up” as she suggests in the 

announcement. 

Language is appropriated by Professor McGonagall in a fashion that fetches respect to 

her. She is a figure holding agency, therefore, the kids stay quiet, though they were restless 

while under Hagrid’s care. She is a Professor, whereas Hagrid is a staff member, and hence, 

she commands reverence. Though the children may not be aware of the hierarchy, they soon 

become a part of it. The Sorting is an important ceremony that decides where each student 

belongs, they make friends and develop a sense of belongingness to the peers in their House. 

Harry chooses to be part of Gryffindor though the Sorting Hat opines he is a good fit for 

Slytherin - but the Hat takes into account Harry’s decision and finally places him in Gryffindor. 

 There are prejudiced adults in the story who believe that muggle-borns are inferior to 

them (wizards). Using Lucius Malfoy as a proponent of this kind of cancerous attitude, a few 

of his interactions are cited below to paint his views. Lucius picks a fight with Arthur Weasley 
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by insulting the Grangers (who are muggles). The following instances are drawn from Harry 

Potter and the Chamber of Secrets:  

Mr. Malfoy said, “Dear me, what's the use of being a disgrace to the name of wizard if 

they don't even pay you well for it?”  

“We have a very different idea of what disgraces the name of wizard, Malfoy," he said. 

“Clearly,” said Mr. Malfoy, his pale eyes straying to Mr. and Mrs. Granger, who were 

watching apprehensively. “The company you keep, Weasley... and I thought your 

family could sink no lower” (51). 

In the above piece, Lucius taunts not only the Weasleys and their financial status, but also the 

Grangers, whom he calls bad company, owing to them being Muggles (non-magical folks). He 

gets two birds in one shot. He says to Arthur that the latter is a “disgrace to the name of wizard” 

because he works for the Department of the Misuse of Muggle Artefacts Office. Arthur makes 

a comeback, but Lucius is offensive in his snide remarks, which forces Arthur to start the fight.  

Lucius believes blood purity is an utmost important facet to life as a wizard, a belief 

which he instils in his son. He teases his son in front of Mr. Borgin because Hermione (a 

muggle-born) beats him in every test. Lucius sees it a shame due to her blood-status as 

compared to his son’s and not her mettle: 

“It's not my fault,” retorted Draco. "The teachers all have favourites, that Hermione 

Granger -” 

“I would have thought you'd be ashamed that a girl of no wizard family beat you in 

every exam,” snapped Mr. Malfoy (44). 

It is to be noted that some children with wizard parents do not inherit magical abilities, they 

are called squibs, and if they choose to they can go live with Muggles. Therefore, Malfoy’s 

remark here does not hold water, since wizarding blood is not the only factor that counts, hard 

work and talent are necessary to prove oneself. But Draco attributes her marks and talents to 

the teacher having “favourites”, which clearly is not the case. 

 The three pieces of dialogue have a common thread: there is an institution or social 

order which is put in place whether placed covertly or overtly. The first conversation has a 

school in the background with a history of a thousand years, the second talks about a 
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government office and racial leanings, the third talks about marks obtained in class, racial and 

family ties. The interactions reveal the agenda of portraying power and class as the backdrop 

to the narrative, and how they are represented repeatedly, especially through certain characters. 

Therefore, readers see that class, social status, racial ties and markers related to these 

institutions are frequently discussed during the course of the text. The Puritanism is the 

reference to having a magical inheritance/ heritage/ family ties. This notion held within the 

magical households – especially by Voldemort and his supporters – hypes into a war in the 

finale of the Series where there is a Nazi-like regime which then careens into war with 

bloodshed and violence that follow suit. 

4.2. A Song of Ice and Fire 

In order to show the difference in the language spoken by different social classes, 

dialogues between two characters, from different classes are chosen. From the Royal and Noble 

class, a dialogue between King Robert Baratheon and his friend Lord Eddard Stark is selected. 

This scene occurs between pages 38 to 45 in the first book titled, A Game of Thrones. The other 

dialogue is between Davos Seaworth and the pirate Salladhor Saan to depict the economy of 

their language. This scene occurs between pages 138 to 142 in the book A Clash of Kings. The 

analysis will not only look at the dialogues in the conversation, but also the narrator’s 

commentary. The commentary provides the context to the conversation and also helps in 

understanding the social structures better.  

In book one, when King Robert Baratheon comes to Winterfell with his party to meet 

Lord Eddard Stark, they have a private conversation on their way to the crypt, a place where 

the Starks are buried with honour. As they begin to walk towards the crypt, Robert complains 

about the vastness of the journey, he says, “In the south, the way they talk about my Seven 

Kingdoms, a man forgets that your part is as big as the other six combined.”  As a reply to that, 

Eddard simply questions, “I trust you enjoyed the journey, Your Grace?” As this conversation 

is set in the first few chapters of the first book, the readers get an idea about the vastness of not 

just the Seven Kingdoms but of Winterfell specifically. Additionally, the personal pronouns 

‘my’ and ‘your’ with reference to the places, depict how the whole kingdom belongs to the 

King himself, but he acknowledges the hold of the Lord of the particular part of the kingdom. 

Furthermore, by the difference in the use of case for ‘your’ when the king is referring to Eddard 

and the ‘Your’ when Eddard is referring the King, the writer establishes a difference between 

the two. It is clear by this that the King is above others.  
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While discussing the weather during the journey, Eddard refers to the snows of the late 

summer as “usually mild” and in response to that Robert curses, “The Others take your mild 

snows...What will this place be like in winter? I shudder to think.” This dialogue reveals that 

there is ‘something’ or ‘someone’ dangerous enough to be used as a curse. People believe in 

their existence but as they do not know what they are, they refer to them as ‘Others’. The fact 

that the King does not know how cold this part of his Kingdom can get, shows that he must not 

be visiting all the parts of his kingdom as often as a King ought to. This is confirmed by 

Eddard’s remark, “Kings are a rare sight in the north.” This instance also reveals that the 

kingdom must be big enough to have different climatic conditions in different areas because of 

its topography.  

The discussion about Lyanna and Rhaegar create an air of suspense and tragedy. The 

readers are exposed to just enough details here to understand that something tragic occurred in 

the past. Robert was in love with Eddard’s sister and Rhaegar did something unmentionable. 

Robert’s violence is seen when he says he killed Rhaegar “only once” and how he kills him in 

his dreams every night, he says “A thousand deaths will still be less than he deserves.” The 

readers do not know what happened, but understand that it scarred Robert emotionally for life. 

This also gives an insight into Robert’s character, his indifference towards his wife and yet 

how he longs for love.  

The closeness Robert feels with Eddard is seen when he threatens to behead him if 

Eddard calls him ‘Your Grace’ again. After the death of Jon Arryn, his former Hand, Robert 

wants Eddard to take up the position and to be beside him. He says to Eddard “I have need of 

you, Ned.” But the distance Eddard feels between them is evident when he replies saying. “‘I 

am yours to command, Your Grace. Always.’ They were words he had to say, and he said them, 

apprehensive about what might come next.” Robert calls Eddard ‘Ned’, but Eddard continues 

to refer to Robert as ‘Your Grace’. In spite of their history together and though the king himself 

is being friendly, Eddard is conscious about the fact that Robert is now his King and not his 

peer any longer. Even though he is worried about what Robert might ask him to do, he feels 

obligated to him and promises to do whatever is needed of him.  

 Robert does not have a high opinion about women. This is evident in many places like 

the way he treats his wife. He finds them emotional and not prudent. When Jon Arryn dies, he 

plans to send his son to Casterly Rock to foster with Tywin Lannister and his reason for this 

was, “Jon had no brothers, no other sons. Was I supposed to leave him to be raised by women?” 
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He thinks a man can be raised well only by another man and not a woman. But he does not 

disregard Eddard when he wishes to discuss Robert’s offer with his wife Catelyn. This shows 

how not all men treated women the same way. If Robert looked down upon them, Eddard 

considers his wife prudent enough to understand political matters and does not think it to be 

proper to make a decision without discussing with her.  

Davos Seaworth is a reformed smuggler who was knighted by Lord Stannis Baratheon. 

When Stannis is in need of ships and people, Davos goes to meet a friend from his old life, 

Salladhor Saan who is a Lyseni Smuggler and a pirate. Being a Lyseni, Salladhor’s Common 

Tongue seems to be deliberate if not a struggle. Some of his sentences are too short. For 

example, when he invites Davos to have grapes with him, he says, “Ser knight, come sit with 

me. Eat a grape. Eat two. They are marvelously sweet.” He includes local proverbs in his 

conversations. When Davos comes to the points and says it is news he needs, Salladhor 

complains, “The men of Westeros are ever rushing...What good is this, I ask you? He who 

hurries through life hurries to his grave.” Though he tries to include his courtesies, he does not 

bother blunting his sharp thoughts. When Davos tries to tell him that he has been paid for his 

help, he does not hesitate to be direct, he says, “only in promises...Good ser, it is gold I crave 

not words on paper.” Salladhor Saan is a foreign pirate and his language is evidently learned 

and not acquired.  

From these two instances, readers understand the vastness of the land and get a sense 

into its topography. The stark boundaries between the monarch and his subject can be seen. It 

is interesting how the two opposites, the King and the Pirate, are not very different. Both of 

them do not bother about how they talk and make their wishes evident through their speech 

without hesitation. Whereas, Eddard Stark and Davos, are conscious about their position and 

speak mindfully.  

5. Conclusion 

 It is seen how even Fantasy Fiction incorporates social and political structures for an 

authentic feel. If there were no such biases or differences, these texts would be a part of a 

Utopian world which is ideal and has no such clashes. They are neither a dystopia, because 

nothing stark or drastic happens in these texts. They are more a reflection of reality which 

struggles with socio-political, gender, religious biases. As the protagonists of the Harry Potter 

Series are adolescents and are in school, the differences as seen in a school setting – for 

instance, the taboos, cuss words, hierarchy and the pure-blood craze are first confronted and 
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comprehended in that space. The lives of their parents outside the school are analysed through 

the discourse they engage in while they meet other people, especially those who are biased. 

The Puritan beliefs held by the magical folks affect many lives adversely, especially those who 

are othered. The upsurge of Voldemort’s followers as they infiltrate the Ministry impacts the 

Wizarding world destructively. Families are broken, people flee and are hunted down, many 

lives are taken and tragedy befalls the people who are innocent only by virtue of their blood 

status. This has a parallel with the Holocaust movement which resulted in genocide. A Song of 

Ice and Fire has a medieval background and deals with socio-political differences between the 

King and his people of different classes. There is a constant struggle between noble houses for 

power and authority. Apart from this, there are religious, economical and personal struggles 

across classes. So, at a cursory glace, they might not seem to have anything common with the 

primary world. But with deeper analysis, one can fine many similarities or reflections of the 

primary society. The article is limited to the chosen instances, but both the series can be 

explored in detail for further Sociolinguistic analysis.   
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